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Abstract—This paper describes the design and implementa-
tion of the CONES (COnverged NEtworks for SCADA) real-
time middleware toolkit aimed at supporting convered SCADA
networks. CONES provides 1) host based process management,
2) network resource management and 3) host based network
resource management. These capabilities collectively provide a
basis for convergence of SCADA networks while ensuring that
isolation and timeliness properties of all SCADA applications
(e.g., protection, monitoring and maintenance) are supported as
per the requirements of those applications. We provide an ar-
chitecture, an advanced prototype implementation and extensive
experimentation results to demonstrate the feasibility of CONES.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN this work, we consider SCADA systems (especially in
power systems) and the digital communication systems

between control centers and end-use devices (e.g., PLCs and
relays) that provide protection, monitoring and maintenance.
SCADA systems provide centralized monitoring and control
of field devices spread over large geographic areas.

SCADA systems use a wide variety of networking technolo-
gies to enable transmission of field data from field sites to the
control centers, and of control information from control centers
to field sites. Once field data reaches the control system,
software systems provide capabilities to visualize and analyze
the data. Based on automated or human-driven analysis, action
is taken as needed such as recording the data, processing
alarms, or sending control information back to field sites. This
data acquisition and supervisory control is undertaken by a
combination of hardware and software systems connected by
a multitude of networking technologies. Hardware includes
PLCs, Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), IEDs, relays, SCADA
servers (a.k.a. Master Terminal Units or MTUs), communi-
cation routers, workstations, and displays. These hardware
systems run a variety of software such as data input and
output processing, data transfer protocols, state estimators, vi-
sualization tools, data historians, equipment controllers, alarm
processing and reporting, and remote access. All of these
hardware and software systems are connected via local and
wide-area networks depending on their proximity. Standard
and proprietary communication protocols running over serial
communications are used to transport information between the
control center and field sites via communication mediums such
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as telephone line, cable, fiber, and radio frequency, such as
broadcast, microwave, and satellite.

Exchange of data and commands over SCADA networks
provides support for several classes for applications such as
protection, monitoring and maintenance. Typically, operational
data supports protection, non-operational data supports mon-
itoring and maintenance data supports maintenance. These
applications require isolation from each other and timely
delivery of data and commands to support the overall real-
time needs for grid applications.

Common architectures deployed in the field today use
multiple physical networks to carry different types of data
and ensure isolation and timeliness properties. This approach
is based on the accepted use of dedicated hosts and networks
for such critical applications. Furthermore, many of the hosts
are special-purpose hardware systems. In contrast, use of
Quality of Service (QoS) managed solutions [1] offer the
potential for integration of all SCADA services (protection,
monitoring and maintenance) and applications over a single
integrated network. Not only would such an approach greatly
reduce management overhead as control centers would have
to manage only a single network and its redundant backup,
it would also allow for easy deployment of new applications
that can execute safely over existing shared resources. There
is extensive relevant research in the areas of QoS, real-time
systems and resource management such as [2], [3] and [4],
[5].

A primary objective in this work is to design, implement
and experiment with a real-time middleware system that
allows convergence of SCADA networks and, in turn, allow
existing and emerging SCADA applications and services to
benefit from high-speed networking abilities. A key obser-
vation supporting this work is the increasing use of com-
mercial platforms and operating systems (e.g., Windows and
Linux) in SCADA and other power grid environments. These
systems first motivate the need for developing such a real-
time middleware solution because they typically lack effective
resource management but then also allow for development of
the middleware because of their inherent flexibility.

In this work we first conduct a detailed study of SCADA
application requirements and demonstrate the need for strong
host-level CPU and network resource management capabilities
that support the ability to meet millisecond-level deadlines.
Based on these requirements we design, implement and ex-
periment with our real-time middleware solution, CONES:
COnverged NEtworks for SCADA. The middleware provides
1) host based process management, 2) network resource man-
agement, and 3) host based network resource management.
The primary contributions of this work are 1) a study of
SCADA application requirements to specify resource man-
agement needs for convergence of SCADA networks, 2) a



practical implementation on the Linux platform that provide
fine-grained host-level CPU and network resource manage-
ment, 3) extensive experimentation of an integrated system in
a testbed environment to demonstrate feasibility. The CONES
implementation leverages the iDSRT software implementation
in [3] and complements ongoing work in the GridStat project
that looks at QoS over wide area power grid networks such
as those for supporting sharing of synchrophasor data [6].

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses requirements. Section 3 provides our architecture
and approach. Section 4 describes our implementation. Section
5 presents the experimental setup and results. Section 6
discusses related works. Section 7 concludes and discusses
future work.

II. REQUIREMENTS

Our vision for this work is to develop a communication
system that supports convergence of SCADA applications
while ensuring isolation and timeliness properties of individual
applications. Furthermore, in keeping with product develop-
ment and deployment trends in the electric sector we aim to
do so by using commercial platforms and operating systems.
This section explores and enumerates technical requirements
that need to be met by the desired communication system.

As a first step in the process we studied some common
SCADA applications and their Quality of Services (QoS)
requirements including bandwidth, latency, priority, etc. Figure
1 below provides one summary of our study that was refined
by feedback from several electric sector industry experts.
This summary focuses on identifying a few key applications
across the various classes and studying their properties with
an emphasis on bandwidth requirements.

In addition, IEEE Standard 1646 [7] provides a detailed
study of communication delivery performance requirements
for substations. This standard details data delivery time rang-
ing from 4 ms to minutes for supporting a variety of ap-
plications. The standard includes detailed timing on tens of
applications. We identified two key applications that drive the
technical requirements below:

(1) Peer-to-peer substation protection: this application re-
quires occasional communication between IEDs in a substation
with high priority and a data delivery duration of 4 ms.

(2) System protection with synchrophasor data: this appli-
cation requires high rate communication (30 to 120 samples
per second) to control centers from substations with medium
priority and data delivery duration of 20 to 30 ms.

After studying these applications and general QoS re-
quirements we have identified the following three technical
requirements for achieving our goals for a converged network
for SCADA. It is our vision that these requirements be met
using commercial platforms and operating systems. This will
allow for widespread deployment of cost effective solutions.
A particularly noteworthy implication of this is it includes the
use of IP networking technologies for communications.

(1) Host-based Process Management. It is well understood
that in order to support real-time applications, CPU resources
at hosts must be managed. On commercial platforms and

operating systems, this management includes the ability to
associate priorities and deadlines with processes and then
scheduling the processes based on priorities/deadlines [8], [9].
In practice, one can achieve soft real-time guarantees that
matches requirements for a range of applications [2]. Our
requirements are to meet the end-to-end real-time requirements
for SCADA systems outlined above and exemplified by the
two key applications of substation and system protection.

(2) Network Resource Management. Again, it is well un-
derstood that in order to support real-time applications that
involve data delivery over router networks, there is a need
to provide QoS assurances over the network. This includes
managing network bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss.
For IP networks, common technologies used to provide this
management include IntServ [10] DiffServ [11], [12], and
MPLS [13]. Our requirement in this area is to leverage some
of these existing technologies but integrate them in overall
architecture to provide end-to-end real-time guarantees for
SCADA applications.

(3) Host-based Network Resource Management. As part of
the system-wide QoS objectives, it is important to manage the
network resource at the host level; in particular, managing
the scheduling of outgoing packets at each host machine.
This has been discussed recently in the context of wireless
network where such scheduling intuitively affects real-time
delivery [14], [15]. However, this has not been considered
much of an issue in wired networks where gigabit capacity
networks offer seemingly sufficient resources. In this work, we
demonstrate that such network resources need to be managed
to meet strict deadlines in typically SCADA environments. Our
requirements are then to develop solutions that provide host-
based network resource management and integrate them in an
overall architecture to provide end-to-end real-time guarantees
for SCADA applications.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND APPROACH

In this section we discuss our approach of building a real-
time middleware system to address the requirements identi-
fied earlier. We call this middleware, “CONES: COnverged
NEtworks for SCADA”, to identify its primary objective of
enabling the use of a single physical network to carry data and
information for all current and future SCADA applications.

Using middleware to address the needs of managing dis-
tributed real-time and embedded systems with a distributed
computing infrastructure in a flexible and cost-effective man-
ner is considered to be an effective approach [2]. We adopt this
approach in our work with an emphasis on low level properties
and coordination to achieve the millisecond level deadlines
identified earlier. Recently, iDSRT has been proposed as an
example middleware solution that explores the use of wireless
network for power grid environments [3]. We build on iDSRT
and use many of existing features while significantly enhanc-
ing others to form one of the core components of the CONES
system.

Figures 2 and 3 below describe the CONES vision and
architecture respectively in the context of SCADA networks.
We envision SCADA host machines (e.g., IEDs, aggregators)



Fig. 1. Key SCADA applications and their bandwidth requirements

to be connected via IP LAN technologies in a substation
environment and that a subset of these host machines are
connected to Control Center host machines (e.g., SCADA mas-
ter, engineering workstation) via IP WAN technologies. All
host machines use an enhanced Linux kernel where the CPU
scheduler and networking stacks are modified and the term
“Smart” denotes such enhanced host machines. Furthermore,
applications use our developed CONES API to utilize these
modified kernel capabilities to manage CPU and networking
resources at these hosts. On the WAN side we envision use
of available tools for network provisioning and QoS assurance
such as MPLS and DiffServ.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CONES
REAL-TIME MIDDLEWARE

To meet the goals laid out in the Requirements and Archi-
tecture sections a middleware approach has been deemed most
appropriate. This allows for simple application integration,
while allowing for CPU and network resource management,
across distributed SCADA hosts and providing soft real-time
guarantees. To build this middleware several components had
to be integrated, across various layers of systems in question.
These layers include the operating system, at kernel and
system library levels, as well as application layer programming
interfaces. Further, all of the components needed to be readily
available, off the shelf systems, or easily integrated with such
systems.

For real-time scheduling we chose iDSRT for two reasons:
it was a Linux extension, meaning it worked well in our
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Fig. 2. Envisioned architecture for SCADA networks

environment, and it was a Linux-based real-time solution
that also included explicit network resource scheduling. The
architecture of iDSRT is fully described in [3]. In summary, the
software uses the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm to
schedule network traffic and CPU time. It uses both network
and CPU deadlines in factoring its scheduling, allowing for
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Fig. 3. CONES Architecture and Approach

a finer grained control of resources. Further, iDSRT takes
advantage of a coordination service, which allows network
coordination amongst various hosts. This service was designed
for use on wireless networks where the radio spectrum is lim-
ited and frequently in contention via transmission collisions.
As CONES is designed for use on a full duplex media, this
service is not needed, and therefore not used.

For CPU scheduling, iDSRT uses EDF to select which
process to run based on a known deadline, known worst-
case run-time, and period, allowing for periodic time-bounded
tasks. As a consequence of this selection process, all tasks
will complete fully provided the CPU is not over-scheduled.
To implement the EDF algorithm on Linux, the iDSRT team
created a Linux kernel scheduler module which ties into
the basic Linux process scheduling routines. If there are no
EDF tasks which need to run, the module falls back to the
regular best-effort scheduler. Additionally processes which
overrun their allotted time run in “best effort” scheduling. For
the purposes of CONES, the CPU scheduler of iDSRT was
sufficient, and no enhancements were made.

The networking scheduler in iDSRT, called iEDF, also
implements the EDF algorithm. To schedule network resources
iEDF hooks into the packet queuing subsystem of the Linux
networking stack. This subsystem is the lowest layer of the
stack before device drivers. This effectively gives the scheduler
control of the networking resource for the purpose of packet
selection. Each time a packet is transmitted, iEDF first selects
packets based on timing parameters and second based on
the default Linux queuing mechanism. This allows for non-
scheduled network traffic as well as scheduled traffic. The
algorithm used in iEDF is actually an extension of EDF called
Implicit EDF. The algorithm allows for the scheduling of
network resources for non-existent tasks. This functionality
is used by the coordination service in iDSRT for scheduling

transmission over shared resources, preventing collisions by
reserving the network for times a remote host is also transmit-
ting. The implicit capability is not currently used in CONES,
however future work may do so.

While the iDSRT project provided a good base, there were
three major modifications to iDSRT’s iEDF module to work
in the CONES environment. The first deals with how iEDF
tracked real-time processes. Prior to CONES, it simply tracked
processes by the order in which they registered themselves as
real-time. Further these were limited in number to 8 processes,
due to iEDF’s use of TOS bits to track and identify real-time
packets (see below). The modifications now track scheduling
info based on process id (PID). Specifically, the iEDF module
maintains an array of scheduling information objects. The
objects are assigned on a first come first served basis to
processes registering, and a hash table is used to track the
relationship of a process to its scheduling information.

The second modification is in the identification and pro-
cessing of “real-time packets”. In the original implementation
this was done manually in the application code, modifying the
IP packet’s TOS bits to contain the id used for the scheduling
information look-up. The size of the TOS field in an IP packet
is 3 bits, making a limit of 8 real-time processes. The above
mentioned id assignment, and PID mapping is also used for
packet queuing. This frees the TOS bits to be used for its
original purpose.

The third enhancement was to add a socket option to the
Linux kernel. This is the widest reaching change needed
for CONES on Linux. The option, SOCK REALTIME, adds
a socket option to the kernel to allow sockets to identify
themselves as needing real-time scheduling. This combined
with the look-ups based on PID allows a real-time program
to have multiple traffic flows that are real-time scheduled, it
further allows the program to have real-time and non-real time



(best effort) traffic simultaneously. This provides much more
flexibility to the system.

A fairly substantial stylistic set of enhancements were also
added to iEDF. This second set of enhancements focuses on
standards compliance. The code has been modified to use
standard Linux kernel constructs where possible. Examples
include the use of appropriate macros in place of direct pointer
dereferencing, use of kernel optimized linked lists and bitmaps
instead of custom implementations, and the use of kernel
defined data structures where possible.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Testbed
In all cases the physical network is set up according to the

plan in Figure 4. The control switch and network exist separate
from the testing network, so all participating machines can
be controlled as needed without interfering with the network.
Further the control network is connected to the extended
network allowing access for tests remotely. Host A is the
computer which runs the virtual machines, in their CONES
enhanced and generic states. The bridge on this host is a virtual
layer 2 bridge connecting virtual machine to the physical
network.

Host C does not participate in the timing experiments di-
rectly, instead it provides the time source for the Network Time
Protocol(NTP) services, and when necessary for contention,
provides extra network traffic to the appropriate recipient.

Host B is the host which receives all “forward” timing
packets. These are the packets which have been sent by VMs
for the purposes of timing. For more details please refer to the
section on testbed setup.
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Fig. 4. Physical setup of the test bed

These physical setups are to simulate two different net-
works. The first is a simulated LAN environment. The LAN
is routed, as is the case in many larger LAN environments,
particularly when various security zones and administrative
zones are required. The router is capable of full 1000Mbs
bandwidth, as are all NIC cards in the hosts. In this setup an
emulated IED and emulated substation computer communicate
across a router. The IED in that architecture maps to the Virtual
machine in Figure 4. The substation computer is Host B in
Figure 4.

B. Data Generation and Timing
We created a data generation tool called trafficgen, and

a real-time extension called rtgen for emulating power and

control networks. These tools are based on a popular network-
ing library called libevent, and event-based framework which
has minimal overhead, and provides determinism useful in
timing. trafficgen emulates various scenarios by transmitting or
exchanging messages following data flow and timing patterns
found in various IEDs. This flexibility allows the same tool to
emulate synchrophasors, various control device such as relays
and breakers, as well as other sensors and IEDs. Further, each
emulated device can be tracked separately or as part of a class,
allowing for a wide variety of statistical analysis.

rtgen is a small subset of functionality from trafficgen. This
software is designed to run tied into the cones middleware
layer. This software is minimal in that it only allows one-
way traffic emulation, for devices such as synchrophasors, or
scenarios such as report-by-exception. This software is used to
gather data on packet transmission in the real-time scenarios.

Timing is accomplished by using the host clock, which is
synchronized over the network connections shown in Figure
4 which connect to the “Control Switch”. These connections
are out of band for the experiments, preventing interference
between experimental traffic and time synchronization. The
synchronization is accomplished via a modified NP, which sets
the absolute time of each host rather than adjusts clock speed.
This method allows for a maximum observed clock skew of
200 microseconds, and a average skew to be 75 microseconds.

C. Experimental Cases
1) Case 1: Host based process management: The first test

case examines the requirement for host base process manage-
ment. This management is achieved in CONES with by using
the real-time extensions, based on iDSRT, as described above.
The need for process management becomes apparent when
considering that many computing devices have a variety of
concurrent tasks running to achieve functionality. A software
bug, or even an unexpected confluence of events can result in
a CPU contention scenario.

IEDs frequently need real-time capabilities for sensing
capabilities and event response, computation time however is
notoriously variable. Some data or events may require more
processing than others. Frequently the confluence of several
such cases can result in CPU contention at an inappropriate
time. Other causes of CPU contention can be software bugs, or
operating system level issues, such as heavy networking loads.
In any case, CPU contention can create situations which cause
computational deadlines to be missed. They can also create
situations in which network latency is affected, if the software
which sends data via the network cannot get the appropriate
CPU time, the packets will be delayed.

To measure such effects, CPU contention must be created
separate from network contention. We achieve this by using a
program called “burn” (a component of the wrekavoc project
[16]). The program takes a single parameter, which is the
ceiling of CPU utilization by the program. To highlight the
effects of CPU contention, several instances of the burn
program are run, increasing the effects of contention and
reducing out the noise.

Measuring the difference between a base operating system,
and a CONES operating system is done by running the same



tests on an instance of each. The contention is created on the
target host. Base traffic is then applied. The receiving host of
the base traffic is under-utilized, to have minimal impact on
the timings. The network used for these tests is the simulated
LAN described above in the testbed section.

The results of these tests can be seen in Figure 5. Each chart
is a histogram of per-packet network traversal times. The base
traffic was run across the network under test conditions in six
runs, each lasting 20 minutes. The two curves on the chart
represent the runs which had the highest and lowest standard
deviation.

2) Test Case 2: Host Based Network Resource Manage-
ment: The second test case examines the requirement for host
based network resource management. To achieve this man-
agement CONES utilizes and extends the network socket EDF
scheduling described earlier. Like with CPU management, host
network management becomes apparent in light of software
bugs and unexpected confluences of events. With networking
in particular, these could occur in the host with contention, or
trigger contention in a separate host.

At the host level, contention is for the NIC itself. Such
contention can be the result local processes attempting to
send more packets possible over the interface. Causes of such
contention can be a large number of polling requests (including
such things as connection setup, and ping floods) from remote
hosts, generating a large number local responses, or it can
result from local processes trying to send a lot of information
at one time. This case can be the result of an attack, or an
event generating a lot of data, or some sort of engineering
request or maintenance. Software bugs can also create such
contention. Worn cables or faulty switches can result in lower
speeds negotiated for line-rates.

Given modern networking speeds of 1000Mbps and faster,
there was some concern of realistic network saturation at the
host level. To determine if this was possible, we ran tests where
multiple processes on a single host maximized network usage
by sending packets as fast as possible. The packets were sent
to multiple targets eliminating router and receiver contention
issues. Aside from this contention creating traffic measurement
traffic was being run between the host and an otherwise unused
server. CPU usage for each core was consistently below 100%,
eliminating CPU contention as a source of error.

As can be seen below in Figure 6 there is very little
introduced latency, even with high network utilization on the
host. When the network interface card has a reduced speed,
specifically 100Mbps, the latencies introduced by contention
become apparent. Further, when using a VM, as shown in
Figure 7, the potential for contention is even higher.

To deal with these latencies, the iDSRT network scheduler
was used. The test software rtgen was used to send packets
in a real-time, scheduled manner, from a host under network
contention. The results of this test are seen below in Figure 7,
in histogram form. There were 6 runs of 20 minute duration
for both CONES operating system, and vanilla Linux. Each
graph shows the lowest and highest standard deviation run.

The results of this test, in the worst-case VM instance, show
dramatic improvement of latency for network packets when the
resource is scheduled.

3) Test Case 3: Wide Area Network Resource Management:
A third test case was examined, that of Wide Area Network
Resource Management. Due to space considerations this case
cannot be fully presented. In summary however we confirmed
widely accepted need for router based QoS, setting up chan-
nels for various traffic flows. These channels were set up
with MPLS and DiffServ, and created classes for ”Real-time”
traffic and ”Regular” traffic. Prior to management, incurred
latencies of up to 25 ms, but averaging 15 ms were seen
across a contended router. Post management, the latencies
were reduced to 2 ms on average and 5 ms at maximum on
the same contended router.

D. Analysis

In this section we analyze the results of the three test cases
against the requirements identified earlier in Section 2. Among
all of the requirements mentioned in that section we discuss
the two most stringent ones identified below. For each of these
requirements we show that a CONES-based solution has the
necessary capabilities for building a solution using commercial
hardware/software systems.

(1) Peer-to-peer substation protection: this application re-
quires occasional communication between IEDs in a substation
with high priority and a data delivery duration of 4 ms.

For this requirement we look at host-based CPU and net-
work management studied in Figures 5 and 7. Looking at
how a host behaves in the presence of CPU contention from
Figure 5 it is clear that a host machine requires real-time
capabilities such as those provided by CONES to meet the 4ms
requirement. The situation under network contention is worse
for off-the-shelf systems as seen in Figure 7. Without real-time
support delays of several seconds are possible. On the other
hand with CONES even under extreme CPU or networking
contention delays are limited to 1ms allowing sufficient time
to meet the 4ms deadline.

(2) System protection with synchrophasor data: this appli-
cation requires high rate communication (30 to 120 samples
per second) to control centers from substations with medium
priority and data delivery duration of 20 to 30 ms.

For this requirement we look at all three above also hold
in this case. In addition, we consider that the latencies were
significantly lowered in test case 3, regarding network resource
management. We can see that without network resource man-
agement delays of 15 to 20 ms can be observed one-way
in a WAN environment. However, with appropriate network
management these delays come down to 2 ms making it
easy to achieve the targeted deadlines for this requirement.
Collectively, we can argue that a CONES-based solution (or
a similar) one is necessary to satisfy these requirements.

Taking a wider view, the results show that under lab condi-
tions, perhaps the strong resource management introduced by
CONES is unnecessary. The lab equipment however is pristine
and very powerful. Once adversity is introduced via various
forms of contention and a lower network speed, it becomes
clear that the protection offered by the resource management
is needed for greater reliability. We show how contention
quickly becomes an issue for the various resources, in the test
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Fig. 5. Packet timings under CPU contention, with and without CONES enhancements
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Fig. 6. Packet timings under Network contention for various speeds of Network Interface Card.
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Fig. 7. Packet timings under network contention, with and without CONES enhancements

cases, and show the improvement that CONES brings when
the potentially bad cases occur.

VI. RELATED WORK

This work falls under the broader category of Quality of
Service (QoS) solutions for networked, distributed systems [1].
From a cyber infrastructure point of view, SCADA systems

can be viewed as a form of embedded network systems for
which QoS solutions with tight resource management are
needed; e.g., as discussed in [2]. In this work we focus
on an in-depth study of CPU and host network resource
management requirements for SCADA applications. We then
design, implement and experiment with a Linux-based solution
for such resource management. In this area there are several



solutions that have been developed in the past. These solutions
are based on a large body of work in the area of QoS, real-time
systems and resource management.

The widely used set of patches to Linux known as PRE-
EMPT RT convert Linux into a fully preemptable kernel
capable of supporting hard real-time. In recent versions, the
trend has been to modularize other system resource man-
agement, such as the IO subsystem, as seen with the var-
ious IO scheduling options. These various components are
leveraged in many commercial distributions of Linux, such
as Timesys and Monte Vista Linuxes. Of particular note to
this work, during the time our research was being conducted,
the European software company Evidence released an EDF
scheduling module called SCHED DEADLINE, unfortunately
it was too late to incorporate it this work. Also within Linux’s
networking stack is a complete complement of queuing man-
agement algorithms for packet networks (known collectively
as tc, after the command used to configure them). To the
authors’ knowledge however, none of the above-mentioned
systems include a deadline-based network scheduler. More
recently, there is work from Illinois called iDSRT [3], which
does provide network scheduling. It is built on the Linux
components mentioned above, adding an EDF schedulers for
both CPU and network resources. iDSRT was chosen for this
reason as the basis of our work, see Section 5 for a full
description of the enhancements and integration. The novelty
of this work is using CONES for extensive experimentation
of host CPU and network resource management in the context
of representative SCADA applications with an eye towards
network convergence. We demonstrate both the need for soft
guarantees with such resource management and the ability of
CONES to provide the needed guarantees.

There are several middleware systems that can provide
messaging over wide area communication networks based
on similar resource management capabilities addressed in
this work. Examples of such middleware are, GridStat,Data
Distribution Service for Real Time Systems (DDS), System
of Systems Common Operating Environment (SOSCOE), and
work by Schantz et al. [2]. Among these, Gridstat has been
developed in the context of the power grid [5]. Research in-
volving integration of CONES with such middleware solutions
to achieve more fine grained end-to-end properties may help
address power grid requirements beyond SCADA systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the CONES (COnverged NEtworks
for SCADA) real-time middleware toolkit aimed at supporting
converged SCADA networks. CONES provides 1) host based
process management, 2) network resource management, and
3) host based network resource management. These capabili-
ties collective allow convergence of SCADA networks while
ensuring that isolation and timeliness properties of all SCADA
applications (e.g., protection, monitoring and maintenance) are
supported as per the requirements of those applications. We
provide an architecture, an advanced prototype implementa-
tion and extensive experimentation results to demonstrate the
feasibility of CONES.

Future work in this area includes 1) the integration of
security solutions that provide fine-grained access control
and integrity and 2) further enhancements in specification,
enforcement and dynamic adaptation for system-wide quality
of service resources.
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